Request for Extra Credit (Note to Teachers/Professors)

(*NOTE*: This is note is from the voice of the student. Depending on the student’s age/grade, you may want to adjust be addressed from the student’s parent. Recommend submitting this request to social studies or humanities classes, like AP History, Civics, American History, Essay Writing, Public Speaking, etc.)

_____________________________________________________________________________

Dear **TEACHER NAME**,  

As you may know, my family and I are members of the blood and bleeding disorders community. This March, we’ll be participating in a month-long advocacy and awareness event, called Bleeding Disorders Awareness Month (BDAM), which is organized by the National Hemophilia Foundation. (You can get more information here.)

Could I write a one-page essay about my involvement during BDAM (*or INSERT WHATEVER ACTION IS MOST LIKELY TO BE CONSIDERED FOR EXTRA CREDIT, ex: presenting to the class*) for extra credit? I think my experience being an advocate for this important cause could inspire others and share how anyone can take actions for causes that are important them. I’d be happy to share my experience with other students during an upcoming class!

Thank you for considering – I’m happy to answer any questions you may have or work with you to find a suitable extra credit option.

Sincerely,

*Student Name*